Students from all over the globe are looking to advance as ORSC™ practitioners and you can too! Achieve ORSC™ Mastery by enrolling in this eight-month comprehensive program and watch yourself transform into a world-class relationship systems specialist.

This program includes virtual weekly meetings, instructional online study and coaching supervisions - practicing the ORSC™ tools and coaching them extensively. Find out how the ORSC™ Certification program is designed to produce the best ORSC™ practitioners in the world.

CERTIFICATION PROCESS

The ORSC™ Certification program consists of two semesters with online practice study and extensive supervision.

Some components of the program include:

**SKILL DRILL CALLS**
90-minute calls during which you will study an ORSC™ skill or tool in-depth and then apply in practice coaching sessions.

**17 HOURS OF SUPERVISION**
The program places a premium on supervision with five hours of Group Supervision (learning from each others’ recordings), six hours of live Team Coaching Supervisions (using scenario) and six hours of Individual (one-to-one) Supervision.

**COLLEAGUE CALLS**
Frequent triads with your fellow students to discuss the material and create community.

**WORLD WORK PROJECT**
The World Work Project allows you to apply the ORSC™ materials in the real world and develop yourself as a change agent. The project can be as modest or as ambitious as you choose.

**100 HOURS OF COACHING**
Students have a year to complete their hours and the practice requirement supports you crossing the edge to become a successful ORSC™ practitioner.

**3-DAY RESIDENTIAL TRAINING**
In group processes with your entire Cohort.

crrglobal.com/certification  |  866.435.5939  |  +1.707.534.3239
Take your ORSC™ coach training to the next level!

OUTCOMES

Practice Development - Over the course of the program you will learn how to confidently talk about ORSC coaching, enroll clients and charge what you are worth.

Mastery as an ORSC™ Certified Coach
The Program creates proficiency and skill in consistently using the ORSC tools and skills with clients.

Personal Growth - Emotional and social intelligence is a natural side effect of continuing ORSC study. Deepen the powerful personal growth you began during the courses.

Credentialing - Upon successful completion you will receive the ORSCC Credential. This will make you one of the elite graduates of the only ICF accredited Relationship Systems Coaching Program in the world, offering your practice a considerable marketing edge.

World Work - Practically apply your learning with your World Work Project. The World Work Project invites you to directly apply the ORSC model to an area in your personal or professional life where you passionately desire change to come about. Use the project to help you create programs, open niches, or improve your personal relationships.

RETURN-ON-INVESTMENT

Our ORSCC graduates filled out a survey and we discovered that after completing the ORSC™ Certification Program these were their stats:

82% raised their hourly rate
77% became very confident in speaking about organization and relationship systems coaching with prospective clients
41% saw an increase of 6+ new clients
71% reported a shift to full fee clients
53% reported an increase in corporate clients

ICF Accredited Coaching Certification
Those who complete the ORSC Certification program earn the credential ORSCC and 96.5 CCEs.

“This is a rigorous, rewarding and RICH course - the experience is absolutely priceless. Every gem of ORSC is polished to perfection in the company of the most brilliant and dedicated relationship/systems practitioners on the planet. It’s a global program with global impact. It’s an experience you don’t want to miss.”

‘Leigh Marz, Leading Spirit, Inc. Coaching and Strategic Consultings

Register Today!

We encourage you to call us at 866.435.5939
Visit: CRRGlobal.com
Email: Cert@crrglobal.com
We can answer all your questions about ORSC and the Certification process.